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Spring temperature controls the start of the carbon uptake (NEE) period and impacts
the carbon balance of high latitude terrestrial ecosystems1-3. However, the mechanisms of
temperature on NEE change over time. Here we use 34 years of atmospheric CO2
concentration measurements at Barrow, Alaska (BRW, 71oN) to study the relationship
between spring temperature and NEE. To do so, we use two indicators of CO2 uptake in
spring1,2: the spring zero crossing date (SZC, or day when the seasonal curve of CO2
crosses down the detrended annual mean concentration) and the magnitude of the CO2
drawdown from May to June (net spring carbon capture, SCC, or CO2 difference between
the first week of May and the last week of June). Our results show that the inter-annual
correlation of SZC and SCC with spring land temperature (ST) was significant during the
first 17 years but became non-significant during the last 17 years of the Barrow record.
The sensitivity (linear regression slope) of both SZC and SCC to ST also decreased.
Transport model simulations with the LMDZ model4 coupled to net ecosystem carbon
exchange (NEE) from ORCHIDEE land surface model5 were used to separate the
contributing factors. The simulation results suggest that the decline in the relationship of
SZC and SCC with ST is mainly to NEE changes in boreal and arctic ecosystems (>50°N)
rather than to wind changes. Furthermore, we show that the diminished response of Net
Primary Productivity (NPP) to ST is the largest contributor to the weakening correlation
of SZC and SCC with ST. This loss of northern NPP sensitivity to temperature variations
is partly attributable to reduced chilling and increasing occurrence of extreme hot days
in spring.
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Boreal forests are estimated to have been a net sink of atmospheric CO2 during the last
decade6, while Arctic tundra could be a sink or a small source7. Both modeling and
observational studies show that spring warming advances leaf onset in the Northern
Hemisphere, thus enhancing ecosystem photosynthetic activity and net carbon uptake as well13,8

. A synthesis of flux measurements from 32 ecosystem sites9 suggests that net CO2 uptake in

tundra during the growing season increased over the last 30 years. Warming induced enhanced
CO2 uptake by plants has been proposed as a mechanism to explain the earlier trend of the
spring downward Zero-Crossing date (SZC, the day of the year when the seasonal CO2
concentration crosses down the mean, Figure S1a). This was observed at Barrow (BRW, 71 oN)
the longest Arctic atmospheric measurement station in northern of Alaska1,10. A strong negative
correlation was shown between year-to-year SCZ variations at BRW and spring temperature
across boreal and arctic regions1,10. Tree-ring data11 and satellite vegetation greenness12,13
further give hints that the response of northern terrestrial ecosystem carbon fluxes to
temperature is not constant over time scales of decades.
Here, we investigate changes in the interannual relationship between spring temperature
and northern CO2 fluxes (NEE, net ecosystem exchange including disturbances). We use: (1)
the long-term atmospheric CO2 records from continuous air measurements at BRW; (2) the
LMDZ4 atmospheric transport model4 simulating CO2 changes from NEE scenarios; (3) a set
of process-based terrestrial carbon model simulations that provide these NEE scenarios and
separate NEE into gross fluxes (Net Primary Production, NPP and heterotrophic respiration,
HR); and (4) satellite observations of vegetation greenness, a proxy for photosynthetic potential.
Temporal changes in the seasonal phase (and amplitude) of CO2 at BRW reflect northern NEE
3

integrated by atmospheric mixing1,14, with a footprint dominated by high latitude ecosystems
in Alaska, boreal North America and Europe, and eastern Siberia15. Like previous studies1,2,16,
the temporal correlations of both SZC (Figure S1, Figure S2a) and SCC (the seasonal drop of
CO2 between the first week of May and the last week of June, Figure S1, Figure S2b) with
temperature are used to quantify the temperature response of spring NEE. The average spring
temperature from March to June (ST) was used as predictor of SZC and SCC, since these
months show the strongest negative ST correlation with SZC and positive correlation with SCC
(Figure S3) (all variables being detrended, see Methods).
The significant negative Pearson partial correlation between SZC and ST (Rszc) over
vegetated lands (north of 50o N) found in the above-cited studies is confirmed when from the
full BRW record spanning from 1979 to 2012. Partial correlation allows to remove the effect
of other variables that co-vary with ST in affecting NEE, such as precipitation and radiation
(here approximated by cloudiness). The main result is that the partial correlation between SZC
and ST (Rszc) which was of -0.84 during the first period (1979-1995) decreased down to -0.11
during the second period (1996-2012) (Figure S4a). Further partial correlation analyses
randomly selecting 14 years of the first period (the number of degrees of freedom being 10)
show that all the 680 selections have significant negative correlation between SZC and ST at
the significance level of 0.05 (Figure 1a). In contrast, only 15 (2%) selections conserved a
(marginally) significant negative correlation between SZC and ST during the second period
(Rszc variable from -0.77 to 0.47, Figure 1a). Multiple linear regression analysis using SZC as
dependent variable and the spatial average of temperature, precipitation, and cloudiness as
independent variables further indicate that the interannual sensitivity (linear regression
4

coefficient) of SZC to ST (γszc ; Figure S3a) significantly decreased from -4.33 ± 1.70 days oC1

during the first period down to -0.82 ± 4.32 days oC-1 during the second period (P<0.05) (see

Figure S5a). This decrease in γszc should be viewed however with caution because of
correlations between SZC and ST becoming non-significant during the second period.
The same analysis using SCC instead of SZC yields similar results (Figure 1b). For
example, the partial correlation between SCC and ST (Rscc) decreased from 0.70 (P<0.05) in
the first period to 0.19 in the second period (P=0.50) during 1996-2012. The interannual
sensitivity of SCC to ST (γscc) also significantly decreased (P<0.05) from 1.08 ± 0.65 ppm oC-1
to 0.31 ± 0.96 ppm oC-1 (Figure S5b).

To further test the robustness of the decline of Rszc and Rscc, we applied the same partial
correlation analysis using different climate data sets (Figure S6), defining preseason (the period
before June for which the correlation between SZC or SCC and temperature was the highest,
see Methods) (Figure S7), using weekly CO2 data from BRW instead of daily data (Figure S8),
and statistically controlling for co-variation in snow water equivalent17 or winter temperature
in addition to precipitation and cloudiness (Figure S9). All these tests confirm a decrease of Rszc
and Rscc. In addition to the BRW record, a significantly decline of Rszc and Rscc is also observed
with the CO2 records of Cold Bay (CBA) and Station M (STM), two long term high latitude
stations (Figure S10). Compared to BRW, however, STM located in the North Atlantic shows
an average weaker correlation between SZC, SCC and ST during the first period (Figure S10).
Finally, the gradual decrease of Rszc and Rscc (Fig. S4) with time further indicates that the
observations in Fig. 1 are robust to the choice of two periods (e.g., 1996 in Fig. 1).
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We tested the following hypotheses to explain the decrease of Rszc and γszc: (H1a), there is
a decreasing sensitivity of NEE to ST because net primary productivity (NPP) is becoming less
sensitive to temperature while the sensitivity of Heterotrophic Respiration (HR) is stable; (H1b)
HR is becoming less sensitive to temperature anomalies and the sensitivity of NPP is stable
over time; (H2) the SCZ changes is not due to ecosystem fluxes but to changes in atmospheric
transport.
To test these hypotheses, we performed a set of factorial simulations with a model of NEE
(ORCHIDEE) coupled to an atmospheric transport model (LMDZ4) with the option of variable
winds over the last 34 years (Table S1). Daily NEE from ORCHIDEE forced by climate fields18
and rising atmospheric CO2 5 was prescribed to LMDZ4 to simulate CO2 at BRW during 19792012 (see Methods). Note that the version of ORCHIDEE used here does not include
disturbance (fire) emissions but NPP and HR driven by variable climate and CO2. The list of
factorial simulations summarized in Table S1 includes three simulations with variable transport,
one with climatological NEE (FIX-NEE), interannual NEE (VAR-NEE), and interannual NEE
only over boreal regions (VAR-NEE-BOR). The contribution of interannual NEE to the
variability in SZC and SCC is estimated by the difference between TFTT and CFTT (refer to
as the TFCT simulation), while the difference between TFTT-B and CFTT (refer to as the TFCTB simulation) is used to separate the contribution of boreal NEE variability of SZC and SCC
(see Methods). Consistent with ref. (15) interannual variation in both SZC and SCC are found
to be primarily explained by variation in NEE in regions north of 50°N (Figure S11).
The observed weakening of Rszc (Figure 1a and S4a) is captured by both simulations TFCT
and TFCT-B, indicating that changes in the correlation between SZC and ST primarily reflect
6

the temperature response of NEE. Consistent with observations, TFCT-B also shows a
decreased correlation, with Rszc being of 0.73 during the first period and becoming nonsignificant during the second period (-0.33). In contrast, SZC derived from the CFTT simulation
with variable atmospheric transport, shows no significant correlation with ST (Figure 1a and
S4a). Similar results are obtained for SCC (Figure 1b and Figure S4b). These model results are
consistent with both hypothesis H1a and H1b, and suggest that changes in interannual NEE
rather than in transport explains the loss of correlation between ST and SZC over time.
The BRW records of SZC over the last three decades reflect different processes:
interannual climate affecting NEE predominantly via (1) NPP, (2) HR, (3) natural disturbances
(fire, or wind-throw), and slow changes in vegetation structure and function indirectly affecting
the interannual response of NPP, HR and disturbances. Two different types of slow changes in
northern vegetation could modulate the interannual response of NEE and explain the observed
loss of correlation between SZC and ST: (1) changes in non-managed vegetation (e.g.
shrubification in the Arctic), and (2) trends of fluxes from managed ecosystems, including
human-induced disturbances of NPP such as harvest of crops and forests and land-use
change19,20. In addition, changes in air-sea CO2 fluxes and in the seasonality and spatial
distribution of fossil fuel emissions transported to BRW might also influence SZC but the
relationship between these fluxes and ST is less documented.
Compared to these plausible real-world processes, the results of TFCT-B simulation only
include the effects of climate change and rising atmospheric CO2 (fertilization effect) on NPP
and HR. We therefore performed two additional simulations: (1) TFCT-T where only
temperature is varied, other driving variables being held constant, and (2) TFCT-TP where both
7

temperature and precipitation are varied (see Methods, and Supplementary Table S1). As shown
in Figure 1a and Figure S5a, TFCT-T reproduces a decrease of Rszc and γszc (the difference
between the first and second period). Furthermore, temporal variations in Rszc from TFCT-T are
very similar to those from TFCT-B where all climate drivers are varied (Figure S4a). This
implies that in the ORCHIDEE-LMDZ4 model, the decrease of Rszc and γszc is mainly attributed
to changes in the temperature response of NEE in boreal regions rather than to other climate
factors. Replacing SZC with SCC produced similar results (Figure 1b and Figure S5b).
For testing H1a against H1b, we performed two additional simulations using NEE derived
(1) from daily variable HR for 1979 and interannually varying NPP (TFCT-NPP), and (2) from
daily variable NPP for 1979 and interannually varying HR (TFCT-HR) (see Method and Table
S1). As shown in Figure 1, a significant decrease of Rszc and Rscc was produced by TFCT-NPP,
but not by TFCT-HR (see also Figure S4). This suggests that changes in the interannual
temperature response of NPP rather than HR explain most of the decrease of Rszc and Rscc.
We propose two possible mechanisms for the correlation between ST and NPP becoming
weaker. The first mechanism is based on the fact that spring NPP (and leaf) onset is partly
controled by chilling during the dormancy period in winter, and that winter warming may result
in loss of chilling so that warmer springs will not advance NPP any more 21. We indeed found
a significant declining trend in NCD over the last 3 decades (Figure S12 and Figure S13a). To
test the importance of this mechanism, we performed an additional simulation TFTT-D where
only temperature out of the dormancy period (November-April) is varied to simulate NEE in
ORCHIDEE (see methods and Table S1). The difference between simulation TFTT-T and
TFTT-D is denoted as TFCT-D, indicating the impacts of NCD on land carbon flux. As shown
8

in Figure 1a, TFCT-D explains a decrease of RSZC from -0.73 during the first 17 years to -0.50
during the last 17 years. In addition, we plotted the spatial distribution of changes in partial
correlation coefficient (RNEE-T) between ST and simulated NEE north of 50°N during the last
3 decades. The results show that eastern Siberia, parts of Alaska, and northern Europe are the
regions where a significant decrease in RNEE-T happened (Figure 2a) resulting mainly from a
decrease in the correlation between ST and NPP (RNPP-T) (Figure 2b). This pattern is roughly
similar with that from the difference between S4 and S1 (Figure 2g, h), suggesting that the loss
of chilling contributed to the weakened RNEE-T (mainly RNPP-T).
The second, mechanism to account for the decreased correlation between ST and NPP is
that a change in the number of extreme hot days (NHD) occurred during March-June over the
last 3 decades, and reduced NPP in spring22. We observed an increase in NHD during MarchJune during the last 30 years, particularly in northern and eastern Siberia (Figure S13b), which
could explain both satellite-observed and ORCHIDEE-simulated decreasing trends of
correlation between vegetation productivity and ST in these regions (Figure 2a-f, j).
The decrease in RNEE-T is often larger in regions that experienced a large decrease in NCD
(the bottom left of Figure 3a) or a large increase in NHD (the top right of Figure 3a). This
pattern was much more similar to that of change in RNPP-T (Figure 3b) than that in RHR-T (Figure
3c) and pattern of change in RNPP-T were similar to those deduced from NDVI data (Figure 3d).
We detected an unexpected increase in RNEE-T in a region * describe where it is %* central asia
that has experienced both a large decrease in NCD and a large increase in NHD (Figure 3a).
This region outlined in black (mainly 70°E-95°E，50°N -58°N) has experienced a large increase
in spring precipitation over the last 3 decades (Figure S13c). Given that cropland mainly
9

occupies this region and there is a high sensitivity of cropland productivity to water conditions24,
25

, the negative impacts of decreased NCD and increased NHD on spring C uptake may be

reversed by increasing precipitation in this region. Besides mechanisms related to NCD and
NHD changes, the response of vegetation productivity (and of phenology controlling
productivity) to temperature is nonlinear26, and may decrease in response to global warming13.
In addition, changes in disturbance regimes associated with fire27 may also have played a role.
Our analysis based on interannual variability should be distinguished from the previous
long-term trend analysis14 documenting a continuous increase in seasonal CO2 exchange over
the last 3 decades. Recent studies have demonstrated that besides climatic change, the longterm trends in seasonal CO2 exchange are mainly driven by increasing CO2 concentrations28, 29,
increasing nitrogen deposition30 and agricultural intensification19, 20. The result presented in this
study suggests that the ‘warmer spring / bigger sink’ mechanism may not be persistent over
several decades. It clearly demonstrates the need for long-term in situ measurements and their
value in giving us understanding of the dynamics of the response of the terrestrial carbon
balance to climate change. Our results are also relevant to predicting feedbacks between the
terrestrial carbon cycle and global climate system. If the decline in the positive impact of
temperature on boreal carbon uptake continues, the ability of the northern ecosystem to
sequester carbon may be reduced or even reversed in the future.

Methods

Atmospheric CO2 concentration data. Daily atmospheric CO2 concentration records
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constructed from surface in-situ continuous measurements at Point Barrow (BRW), Alaska,
were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth
System Research Laboratory archive31 for the period of 1979-2012. In order to separate the
seasonal cycle from the long-term increase in CO2, the daily data was firstly fitted with a
function consisting of a quadratic polynomial for the long-term trend and four-harmonics for
the annual cycle32. The residuals from this function fit are then obtained. A smooth curve is
obtained by digitally removing the short term variation from the residuals using 1.5 month (or
1.0 month, see Figure S7) Full-Width Half-Maximum value (FWHM) averaging filter and then
adding the filtered residuals to the fitted function. A deseasonalized long-term trend is obtained
by digitally filtering the residuals using 390-days FWHM averaging filter and then adding the
filtered residuals to the quadratic polynomial long-term trend. The difference between the
smooth curve and the deseasonalized long-term trend is then used to represent the detrended
seasonal CO2 curve. Note that any data lying outside 5 (or 3, 2.5, see Figure S7) standard
deviations of the residuals between the original data and the smooth curve are regarded as
outliers and discarded from the original daily time series33. This procedure was repeated until
no outliers were identified. The spring (downward) zero-crossing date (SZC) for each year was
then determined as the day when the sign of the seasonal CO2 excursion from the annual mean
trend changed from positive to negative (Figure S1). Based on the detrended seasonal CO2
curve, the mean estimate of SZC over the period of 1979-2012 at BRW site is around day of
the year (DOY) 180 with an interannual variability of 3.5 days (DOY range from 173 to 188).
The seasonal maximum of atmospheric CO2 occurs systematically during the period from late
April to early May. Defining spring as the months of May-June, the change in CO2 over this
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spring period (hereafter SCC) was also computed for each year from the detrended seasonal
CO2 cycle (Figure S1). We also used weekly atmospheric CO2 concentration records, based on
either surface in-situ continuous measurements or surface flask samples, from the Earth System
Research Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)34 at
BRW site (Figure S8) and derived similar results. Furthermore, weekly atmospheric CO2
concentration records based on surface flask samples at the Point Cold Bay (CBA) and Ocean
Station M (STM) site34 that have relatively longer observations (34 years and 29 years,
respectively) were also used in this study (Figure S10). We do not perform outlier detection for
weekly data since CO2 concentration records have been processed (smoothed, interpolated, and
extrapolated) in GLOBVIEW-CO2 product to address issues of temporal discontinuity and data
sparseness in atmospheric observations.

Climate data. Monthly climate data (temperature, precipitation and cloud cover) at a
spatial resolution of 0.5° from 1901 to 2012 were taken from the University of East Anglia’s
Climate Research Unit CRU TS 3.2 data set35. We also applied another two climate data sets
(Climatic Research Unit-National Centers for Environmental Prediction (http://dods.extra.cea.
fr/data/p529viov/cruncep/) and Watch Forcing Data methodology applied to ERA-Interim data
(http://www.eu-watch.org/gfx_content/documents/README-WFDEI.pdf)), and returned very
similar results (Figure S6). Snow water equivalent was derived from the European Space
Agency (ESA)’s Global Snow Monitoring for Climate Research (GlobSnow) product that is
generated by combining satellite data with ground measurements of snow depth17.

Satellite Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data. We used the third
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI3g) data product generated from Advanced
12

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data by the Global Inventory Monitoring and
Modeling Studies (GIMMS)36. AVHRR NDVI3g has a spatial resolution of 8 km and a repeat
cycle of 15 days for 1982-2011. This product has been carefully assembled from different
AVHRR sensors, removing several detrimental effects, such as calibration loss, orbit drift,
volcanic eruption.

Terrestrial carbon-cycle model. ORCHIDEE (Organizing Carbon and Hydrology In
Dynamic Ecosystems) is a process-based model that calculates the fluxes of CO2, H2O and heat
between the atmosphere and the land surface on a half-hourly basis and the variations in the
water and carbon pools on a daily basis5. In this study, we used the version that was used in the
IPCC AR5. ORCHIDEE simulates carbon cycle processes such as half-hourly photosynthesis,
as well as carbon allocation, litter decomposition, soil carbon dynamics, maintenance and
growth respiration, and phenology at the daily time step. ORCHIDEE has been widely used for
investigating terrestrial carbon-cycle dynamics and their responses to climate variations.

We ran the ORCHIDEE model until the carbon pools reached equilibrium after about 1000
years. We used a resolution of 0.5 degree, with 1901 climate data and the 1860 atmospheric
CO2 concentration of 286.05 ppm. The model was then run to 1978 with a transient climate and
corresponding observed atmospheric CO2 concentration during that period. Note that because
there are no climate data during 1860-1900, the transient 1901-1910 climate was recycled for
1860-1900. For years 1979-2012, we performed three different simulations (S1, S2, S3 and S4).
In simulation S1, only temperature was varied. In simulation S2, only temperature and
precipitation were varied. In simulation S3, atmospheric CO2 and all climatic factors were
varied. In simulation S4, only temperature out of the dormancy period was varied. The
13

difference between simulation S1 and S4 indicates the effects of the number of chilling days
during the dormancy period on the correlation between spring C flux and temperature.

Atmospheric transport model. We used LMDZ4, a 3D atmospheric tracer transport
model from the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique4, nudged with horizontal winds from
the ECMWF reanalysis, to transform NEE from ORCHIDEE into a point estimate of CO2
concentration at BRW station. To separate the effects of transport and terrestrial carbon fluxes
on the SZC and SCC signal, we performed three transport simulations with interannual varying
winds (see Table S1). The first one gave us the interannual daily NEE fluxes calculated during
the period 1979–2012 by simulation S3 (TFTT). The second simulation (referred to as CFTT
simulation, see main text) used climatological but daily variable NEP for 1979 derived from
simulation S3. The third simulation is similar with TFTT, but use interannual daily NEE fluxes
for only north of 50 oN (TFTT-B). The contribution of interannually varying fluxes to the
variability in SZC and SCC is assessed by the difference in simulated atmospheric CO2 between
the first and the second simulations, which we refer to as the TFCT simulation. The difference
between TFTT-B and CFTT is used as contribution of boreal and arctic fluxes to the variability
in SZC and SCC (refer to as TFCT-B). Two daily NEE outputs from ORCHIDEE (S1 and S2)
over the period 1979-2012 were fed into the transport model to derive their respective daily
CO2 concentrations at BRW station. To further separate the relative roles of NPP and HR, we
also performed two additional transport simulations using daily NEE calculated (1) from
interannually varying NPP and climatological HR based on the S3 simulation, and (2) from
interannually HR and climatological NPP based on the S3 simulation. Using similar method of
estimation as used in the TFCT-B simulation, we calculated the contribution of temperature
14

change (referred to as TFCT-T simulation), both temperature and precipitation change (referred
to as TFCT-TP simulation), interannually varying NPP fluxes (referred to as TFCT-NPP
simulation), and interannually varying HR fluxes (referred to as TFCT-HR simulation) over
north of 50 oN (see Table S1).
Analysis Spring vegetation activity is highly associated with the temperatures in the
preceding months. We determined the length of the preseason whose average temperature had
the largest influence on SZC and SCC by calculating the correlation coefficients of SZC and
SCC with temperature during the 0, 1, 2, 3 … 7 months before June (SZC over the period of
1979-2012 at BRW site is around day of the year (DOY) 180). We found that the average
temperature from March to June (ST) was most strongly negatively correlated with SZC
(highest positive correlation with SCC) at BRW for 1979-2012 and thus used the average
temperature during these months. Then we calculated correlation coefficient of SZC and SCC
with ST for the earliest 17 years (1979-1995) and the more recent 17 years (1996-2012), through
randomly selecting 14 years among the corresponding period. A two-sample t-test was
conducted to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference of Rszc (or Rscc)
between the first (1979-1995) and second (1996-2012) half study period. Note that the
variability of ST is comparable during the two periods and should not be a factor in the
breakdown. Using a similar method, for each randomly selected period (e.g., 14 of 17 years
during the first half study period (1979-1995)), we also defined preseason (the period before
June for which the negative correlation between SZC and temperature (positive correlation for
SCC) was highest) to further assess the robustness of the inferred decline of Rszc and Rscc over
the last three decades (Figure S7).
15

We performed partial correlation analyses between SZC (SCC) and ST (Rszc and Rscc) after
statistically controlling for interannual variation in precipitation and cloud cover during the
period from March to June. The partial correlation coefficient RSZC (RSCC) is computed as the
correlation between the residuals calculated after regressing SZC (SCC) on precipitation and
cloud cover and those after regressing ST on precipitation and cloud cover. The interannual
sensitivity of SZC (γszc) to ST variation was computed as the partial regression coefficient of
ST in a multiple linear regression of SZC against temperature, precipitation and cloud cover
during the period from March to June. We apply the same approach to calculate interannual
sensitivity of SCC (γscc) to ST variation. Temperature, precipitation and cloud cover were
computed as the spatial average weighted by NDVI over the vegetated land area to the north of
50°. The vegetated land area is defined as grid points where the average of annual mean NDVI
over the period of 1982–2011 is larger than 0.1. All variables were linearly detrended over the
study period before the regression analyses were performed.
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Figure legend
Figure 1 Frequency distributions of the partial correlation coefficient of SZC (RSZC) (a) and
SCC (RSCC) (b) with March-June temperature during the earliest 17 years (1979-1995) and the
more recent 17 years (1996-2012). Frequency distributions of RSZC and RSCC were calculated
through randomly selecting 14 years (the number of degrees of freedom is 10) during 19791995 and 1996-2012. Statistically significant partial correlation coefficient are indicated as the
dotted line (magenta: P < 0.05 and brown: P < 0.1). All variables are detrended for each study
period before partial correlation analysis. CFTT indicates the effect of wind change on RSZC and
RSCC; TFCT indicates the effect of global NEE change on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-B indicates the
effect of boreal NEE change on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-T indicates the effect of change in boreal
NEE only driven by temperature on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-TP indicates the effect of change in
boreal NEE driven by both temperature and precipitation on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-NPP
indicates the effect of boreal NPP change on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-HR indicates the effect of
boreal HR change on RSZC and RSCC; TFCT-D indicates the effect of change in number of
chilling days during the dormancy period on RSZC and RSCC.
Figure 2 Spatial distribution of difference in average partial correlation coefficient of spring
carbon flux (NEE, NPP and HR) and NDVI with March-June temperature between 1996-2012
and 1979-1995. The partial correlation coefficient is calculated by statistically controlling for
interannual variation in precipitation and cloud cover from March to June. Here we computed
the spring carbon flux as the total flux from May to June. Carbon fluxes are derived from
ORCHIDEE AR5 simulations S3 where atmospheric CO2 and all climatic factors are varied (a,
b, c), from simulation S1 where only temperature is varied (d, e, f), and from the difference
22

between simulation S1 and S4 where only temperature out of the dormancy period is varied (g,
h, i). For each grid, we calculate the partial correlation coefficient through randomly selecting
14 years in the period of 1979-1995 and 1996-2012, and then take the mean value for the
corresponding period. Only gridded pixels with statistically significant difference at 95%
(P<0.05) level are shown. Note that NDVI data is only available from 1982 to 2011, so we
calculate the partial correlation coefficient through randomly selecting 12 years among 19821996 and 1997-2011. All variables are detrended for each study period before partial correlation
analysis.
Figure 3 The change in the partial correlation coefficient of simulated NEE (a), NPP (b), HR
(c) and observed NDVI (d) with March-June temperature between 1996-2012 and 1979-1995
within a space of difference in number of chilling days (NCD) and number in extreme hot days
(NHD) over the region north of 50 °N. Here, we define the space by each 0.5 days interval of
difference in NCD and NHD between the latest period (1996-2012) and the early period (19791995).The NCD was calculated as the sum of days when daily air temperature was below 0 ℃
from 1st November to 30th April. The NHD was calculated as the days when temperature from
March to June exceeded the 90th percentile of the temperature during 1979-2012. NEE, NPP
and HR used here is from ORCHIDEE S3 simulation where both atmospheric CO2 and all
climatic factors are varied.
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